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In contrast to this seemingly robust picture, we reported, based

on measurements over a limited temperature range (330–255 K),

that junctions of alkyl-Si monolayers with Hg, Au or Pd contacts

show an inverse temperature effect (‘metal’-like behavior) of

electronic transport across them,21 which cannot be explained

within the known models of metal/semiconductor junctions. We

note that two subsequent reports on metal/molecular monolayer/

p-Si junctions, with monolayers of phenyl derivatives, showed

opposite, positive temperature effects,22,23 behavior that is similar

(e.g., in terms of extracted activation energy) to the temperature

dependence of transport across a thin SiOx insulator.
23

There remains, thus, a need to understand the origin of what

appears to be a unique temperature effect observed for alkyl-Si

monolayers and its apparent qualitative difference with the

reported temperature dependence of charge transport across

other monolayers on Si, as well as across similar monolayers on

metal substrates.

Here we build on our previous experimental findings, extend

them significantly and find clear correlations between this

transport behavior and the temperature-dependence of the

vibrational and electronic spectra of the alkyl monolayers. On

the basis of these correlations we conclude that the structure of

the molecular monolayer controls transport. This conclusion is

a clear departure from solid-state models for transport across

ultra-thin insulating films, such as the Simmons model, which

was often used to describe transport through molecules.6,10,24–27

To study the temperature dependence of electronic charge

transport through organic molecules, a stable and reliable junc-

tion with well-defined interfaces is needed (see Fig. 1). Alkyl

chains, chemically bound to Si surfaces via a Si–C bond, have

been shown to be a chemically highly robust system28–30 that

fulfill these demands.31–35 For such monolayers, we observed that

Hg as top electrode does not penetrate through the monolayer,36

thus satisfying another basic requirement for stable, reproducible

junctions.

Such Hg/alkyl chain monolayer/Si junctions can be viewed as

a metal/insulator/semiconductor (MIS) junction. Electronic

transport across such a system is controlled by two processes:

transport, through the semiconductor and the monolayer, and

charging of both.31,33 In such systems non-functionalized alkyl

chains are typically used, as these are considered to be ‘electri-

cally inert’, i.e., they show a constant behavior, resembling

inorganic materials with a given dielectric constant and thick-

ness. However, such assumption cannot be reconciled with our
Fig. 1 Schematic (not to scale) of experimental set-up for measurement

of temperature effects on transport through organic monolayers.
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finding (see below) of up to 30-fold enhancement in current upon

cooling from 300 to 80 K.37,38

Given the well-behaved electrical characteristics displayed by

such systems, it seems difficult to attribute the observed inverse

temperature effect21 to an experimental artifact, also because

here a semiconductor, Si, serves as one of the electrodes, and the

temperature dependence of electron transport through semi-

conductors is positively activated, i.e., opposite to what is

observed with the alkyl monolayer (cf. e.g., refs. 22 and 23 and

our discussion of those results below). Therefore, the observed

temperature-attenuated transport likely originates in tempera-

ture-dependent molecule–related features. This is reasonable,

because the interactions between molecules in a monolayer are

much weaker than between atoms in an inorganic solid, which

allows for a much stronger temperature effects for the former, as

individual molecules and as ensemble. Unfortunately, in our

earlier work both the limited temperature range that we could

access (330–255 K) and the limitation that we could measure only

the temperature dependence of the current–voltage behavior,

precluded a rigorous interpretation of our data.

Therefore, we performed a multi-pronged temperature-

dependent study of three relevant properties of this system,

namely electrical transport measurements on Si(111)–(CH2)nH/

Hg (n ¼ 12, 14, 16, 18) junctions, and FTIR and ultraviolet

photoelectron spectroscopy (UPS) data on Si–(CH2)nH surfaces.

These studies were done over a much wider temperature range

than before: 300–10 K for the electrical transport studies, 300–

150 K for the FTIR measurements, and 300–30 K for the UPS

measurements. Clear trends with temperature are observed for

all these measurements, which reveal that this common type of

organic monolayer cannot be treated as merely an ‘inert’ insu-

lating spacer, but has definite molecular character.
Experimental section

Sample preparation

Detailed descriptions of preparation and characterization of the

self-assembly of alkenes on Si for electron transport studies can

be found in refs. 31, 32 and 39. These also refer to original

literature for the preparation of such monolayers per se, i.e., not

for electronic transport across them.

Si (111) p-type (for I–V–T measurements, nominal resistivity

0.01 U cm) and n-type (for FT-IR measurements, FZ, double-

side polished with a nominal resistivity of 1–20 U cm) were

purchased from Virginia Semiconductor. De-ionized water

(DIW) with a resistivity of 18.2 MU cm and a total organic

carbon (TOC) below 5 ppb was obtained from a Millipore

system. Ethyl acetate (HPLC grade), acetone (ACS grade),

dichloromethane (HPLC grade), hydrogen peroxide 30% (ACS

grade) and sulfuric acid (ACS plus grade) were all purchased

from Fisher and used as received. Hydrofluoric acid 49% (CMOS

grade, J.T. Baker) and ammonium fluoride 40% (CMOS grade,

J.T. Baker) were also used as received. 1-Dodecene (Sigma,

+98%), 1-tetradecene (Fluka, +97%), 1-hexadecene (Sigma,

+98%) and 1-octadecene (Fluka, +97%) were dried with metallic

Na before the reactions, and kept in nitrogen environment.

Si wafers were cut into rectangular samples of approximately

1 � 1 cm2 (I–V–T, UPS) or 1.5 � 3.8 cm2 (FTIR) and cleaned by
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012
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sequential rinsing in a flowing stream of DIW, ethyl acetate,

acetone, and DIW. This step is mainly used to eliminate grease

from the earlier handling of the samples and from particles, due

to the sample cutting. Subsequently, the samples were immersed

in piranha solution (98% H2SO4–30% H2O2, 3 : 1, v/v) at 90 �C
for at least 30 min and rinsed with copious amounts of DIW. A

Si–H surface was then prepared by 1 min etching in diluted HF

(1 : 2, v/v with DIW) followed by 2.5 min in NH4F. The sample

was then briefly rinsed with DIW and ready for molecule

adsorption. The FTIR spectra of the Si–H terminated surface of

the substrate were recorded as reference, before the surface was

reacted to form the monolayer on it. Alkyl monolayers were

formed via thermal hydrosilylation of alkenes. The freshly etched

Si sample was immersed in neat deoxygenated alkenes under Ar

and heated at 200 �C for 4 h. After the reaction, the derivatized Si

sample was removed, rinsed with ethyl acetate (by sonication for

3 min), then further cleaned by immersion in boiling dichloro-

methane, and dried under a stream of nitrogen gas.
Experimental setup for I–V–T measurements

After monolayer formation the back of the sample was scratched

mechanically and GaIn was rubbed onto it. Samples were placed

on a Cu holder and, to prevent movement upon cooling, the

edges of the samples were glued onto the holder with Ag paste.

The Cu holder with the samples was inserted into a cryogenic

probe station system (Desert/Lakeshore). Hg droplets (�1 mm

diameter) were placed on the monolayer with a pipette. Because

of unavoidable variation in Hg droplet diameter, we refer

throughout this report to current rather than to current density.

While the increase in current upon cooling is independent of

contact area, absolute currents through junctions with different

Hg contacts can vary up to five times. After reaching 10�5 Torr

vacuum, liquid He was transferred to cool the sample. A Lake-

shore temperature controller kept the temperature within 0.2 K

of a specified value. During cooling or heating the top probe did

not touch the Hg, to prevent unwanted mechanical pressure

application, due to expansion/contraction of system compo-

nents. Current–voltage characteristics were collected in the

voltage scan mode, using a Keithley 6430 pico-ammeter. The bias

polarity convention is that the voltage is positive for a positively

polarized top contact. Results were independent of the scan rate

between 20 and 100 mV s�1. For each molecular length at least

two samples were prepared, and 3–4 measurements were con-

ducted on each sample (except for C16H33 (C16) where only one

sample was used). Only samples of sufficient quality, as judged

by ellipsometry and contact angle measurements,32 were used.

The reproducibility in terms of the change of current with

temperature can be seen as error bars in Fig. S3 (ESI†).
Experimental setup for FTIR measurement

In-situ IR absorption measurements (4 cm�1 resolution) were

performed in transmission modes (70� or 45� incidence), in

a home-built UHV chamber, through two KBr IR windows,

using a Nicolet Nexus 670 equipped with an external MCT-B

detector. The entire IR beam path was constantly purged with

nitrogen gas, while the chamber pressure was maintained below

10�8 Torr. Mounted in front of the first KBr windows,
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012
a motorized ZnSe polarizer allows recording data with s- and p-

polarized IR radiation, if needed. To maintain good temperature

control, the sample was cooled with liquid nitrogen via thermal

conduction through metal clips and the temperature adjusted to

the desired value by heating via ohmic conduction. The

temperature was constantly measured via two thermocouples,

clipped to the sample, near the measured area. For each

absorption spectrum, references are measured on a Si–H surface

(rather than on a SiO2 surface), because such a surface is less

likely to attract hydrocarbon contamination during sample

loading. Reference spectra are recorded at the different temper-

atures (and polarizations) in the same way as the one used during

the study of the functionalized sample.
Experimental setup for UPS measurement

The UPS experiments were performed by using a high-precision

UPS apparatus with an electron energy analyzer (MBS A-1) and

monochromatic He I and IIa radiations (hn ¼ 21.22 and

40.81 eV, respectively) (withMBS L-1 andmodifiedMBSM-1).40

The energy resolution was set at 25 meV to increase sensitivity.

All spectra were measured at normal emission with the accep-

tance angle of �7� and shown with the binding energy (EB) from

the Fermi level (EF) of the substrate.
Results

The inverse temperature effect occurs under conditions where

transport is limited by tunnelling across the molecules, rather

than by transport across the semiconductor space charge layer,

where normal thermally activated transport for semiconductors

dominates over much of the �1 V bias range.21 This dictates use

of p-Si, rather than n-Si as substrate,21,41 because the work

function of p-Si is �1 eV higher than that of n-Si, and therefore,

much closer to that of the Hg electrode, leading to considerably

smaller surface depletion of the Si and only a small space charge

layer barrier to transport.41 Because both semiconductor- and

molecular-limited transport occur simultaneously and we want

to minimize the former, we used as high a doping as possible, i.e.,

p++-Si to further reduce the effect of the semiconductor

barrier. However, use of highly doped Si significantly decreases

the sensitivity of the transmission IR measurement. Therefore,

medium-doped samples had to be used for the IR studies.39,42,43

The current–voltage (I–V) isotherms, I–V–T curves, for a Si–

(CH2)17CH3 (C18) monolayer/Hg junction are shown in Fig. 2a.

The setup scheme is illustrated in Fig. 1. The curves are asym-

metric due to a residual semiconductor contribution to net

transport41,44,45 and the current at any bias increases mono-

tonically as the temperature decreases from room-temperature

(297 K) to �80 K. At lower temperatures, the curves start

overlapping each other. In contrast, junctions without temper-

ature dependence could be achieved by scratching the monolayer

and rubbing GaIn, so as to create direct contact between metal

and semiconductor. In full agreement with earlier work of Sze,46

replacing the molecular insulator by a Si oxide layer of equivalent

thickness showed the opposite effect of temperature on the

current, as expected for a semiconductor with a possible contri-

bution from transport through the oxide (see Fig. S1 (ESI†) and

ref. 23). These results show that the observed increased charge
Chem. Sci., 2012, 3, 851–862 | 853
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Fig. 2 (a) Temperature-dependent current–voltage data for a p++-Si–

(CH2)17CH3 (C18) monolayer with a Hg top contact. (b) Data of panel

(a), presented as normalized currents (with respect to the current at 1 V at

each temperature).

Fig. 3 Increase in charge transport efficiency, as derived from currents

at +0.5 V, (a) as a function of alkyl chain length, showing the current

amplification (I10K/I297K) on the left y-axis, and its translation into

change in effective thickness (eqn (2)) on the right y-axis, and (b) as

function of temperature for a C18 junction, showing the current ampli-

fication at varying temperature relative to the current at room tempera-

ture (IT/I297K). The line that connects the data points is a guide to the eye;

the different I–T regimes are marked by dotted vertical lines and Roman

numerals.
transport upon cooling does not stem from Si semiconductor

physics.

Fig. 2a shows a clear change in current magnitude with

temperature, while Fig. 2b shows the temperature effect on the

shape of the I–V curves. To arrive at Fig. 2b, we normalized the

data in Fig. 2a by dividing each I–V plot by the current at +1 V

(maximum current of each curve). This leads to two distinct

regions for the normalized curves in Fig. 2b. For positive bias (on

the metal, Hg) the curve shape is constant with temperature,

while at negative bias the shape changes with temperature, with

less current rectification at higher temperatures.

As we showed elsewhere39 in the negative bias range (VHg < 0)

transport occurs via tunneling into interface states. Because

occupation of these states has an Arrhenius type temperature

effect, we will focus here on the VHg > 0 bias range that is not or

minimally affected by the semiconductor. This is also the reason

why we focus on p++-, rather than on n++-based junctions,

because for an n++ junction, transport via interface states

contributes prominently to the net transport. Nevertheless, the

general trend with temperature was similar for both n++- and

p++-based junctions (see Fig. S4, ESI†).

To understand the influence of the chain length on this

phenomenon, we also conducted I–V–T measurements for

shorter monolayers of 12, 14 and 16 carbon alkyl chains (C12,

C14 and C16). Fig. 3a shows the current increase upon cooling

from room temperature to 10 K, observed for the different

monolayers at +0.5 V bias (on the metal). We define the current
854 | Chem. Sci., 2012, 3, 851–862
increase as I10K/I297K, since this covers the full temperature range

and represents the maximal effect. We see that (apart from the

C16 monolayer) the longer the monolayer is, the larger is the

amplification.

Fig. 3b shows the continuous variation of current amplifica-

tion with temperature of a C18 junction at 0.5 V. The data suggest

that there are three temperature regimes: I, at <70 K, where there

is almost no effect on the current magnitude; II, a steep decrease

from �70 to 200 K; III, a moderate effect from 200 K to room

temperature.

In addition to transport, we found that the temperature also

affects the electronic energy levels of the alkyl-Si monolayer. He

II UPS spectra (Fig. 4) indicate that upon cooling a peak emerges

around 11 eV binding energy (BE, as measured from the Fermi

level) and fine structure in the 8–10 eV plateau. These features are

observed at 170 K (Fig. 4a) and lower temperatures (Fig. 4b), but

are smeared-out at room temperature. The emergence of the

�11 eV peak upon cooling was observed also for C12 and C18

monolayers, directly bound to n-Si (not shown).

The small doublet in the 14.5–17.5 eV valley, originating from

C 2s-derived molecular states47,48 was attributed to molecular
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012
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Fig. 4 Cooling effect on the He II UV photoelectron spectra (UPS) of

the valence band region of directly bound C16 alkyl monolayers to (a) n-Si

(111) and (b) p-Si(111), showing the room temperature (black line),

medium temperature (red line) and low temperature (green line, see

legends) values. Upon cooling a new large peak emerges at�11 eV which

is already clear at 168 K (red line, a) and further increases at 33 K (green

line, b). In addition, smaller peaks in the plateau between 8 and 11 eV can

be seen in the low-temperature spectra. The origin of some of the peaks is

indicated.
levels in the finite-length chain, and is typical for an even-

numbered alkyl chain, compared to odd-numbered alkyl chains

that show a single peak in this region.48 This feature is already

observed at room temperature, in contrast to the (C 2p + H 1s)-

related features (8–11 eV region), which vary strongly with

temperature. This observation suggests that the (C 2p + H 1s)-

derived states have stronger coupling to the molecular vibrations

than the C 2s derived states, and that the temperature depen-

dence of the former might have its origin in a decreasing defect

density/molecule with decreasing temperature, due to lowering of

electron–vibration (phonon) coupling. For transport of electrons

across alkyl chains, which involves the conduction band,49

temperature effects are expected to be stronger than for transport

of holes, because the conduction band is stronger coupled to the

thermal excitations of molecular vibrations than the valence

band.47,50–52

In addition to conformational changes, cooling also shifts the

Fermi level of the Si, and, therefore, the observed temperature

effect could in principle be of electrostatic origin, i.e., the result of

a change in the tunnelling barrier.53 Such changes in Si WF are

clearly seen in the UP spectra of C16–p-Si (Fig. 4b) as a shift to

smaller BE (higher work function, WF) upon cooling.
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012
This increase in WF was confirmed by measuring the cut-off

energy of the He-I UPS. However, for alkyl-modified n-Si

samples, the He-I cut-off energy showed that cooling has the

opposite effect, viz., decreasing the apparent WF (slightly for

C16 and more so for C12 and C18).54,55 Furthermore, current

amplification upon cooling is observed for both n- and p-Si based

alkyl-chain junctions, using either medium21 or highly doped Si

substrates (cf. Fig. 2 and S4, ESI†). Therefore, while we cannot

exclude possible additional contributions from the cooling-

induced shift of the Fermi energy, electrostatic effects alone

cannot explain our experimental results.

Originally, we suggested that temperature-induced variation of

transport originates in structural changes of the alkane mono-

layer.21 To investigate and experimentally check this idea, we

measure the dependence of the infrared (IR) absorption spectra

of the Si–(CH2)17CH3 (C18) samples on temperature (Fig. 5).

The IR spectra are referenced to those of the initial H-passivated

Si surface, prior to functionalization with the organic molecules

(see Experimental section).

After monolayer adsorption, there is a clear signature in the

spectra of the long hydrocarbon chains in the 2800–3000 cm�1

range. Fig. 5a shows the major C–H stretching peaks at the

highest and lowest measured temperatures (see Fig. S5, ESI† for

the full temperature spectral set). The bands at 2919 and

2851 cm�1 are assigned to the asymmetric n(CH2)as and

symmetric n(CH2)ss stretch modes, respectively. The terminal

CH3 has a symmetric stretch n(CH3)ss at 2878 cm�1 while the

asymmetric stretch n(CH3)as is split into in-plane and out-of-

plane peaks at 2965 and 2959 cm�1, respectively.56 As the

temperature decreases from 300 to 150 K, two phenomena are

observed: first, the CH2 stretch bands are red-shifted by �2 cm�1

(Fig. 5b) and become narrower (Fig. 5c); and second, the two

asymmetric stretch modes n(CH3)as become resolvable.57

A simple deconvolution of the IR spectra provides a quantifi-

cation of the spectral changes with temperature, such as peak

position (Fig. 5b), peak width (Fig. 5c) and peak intensity (which

is constant).58–60 A more elaborate computation of molecular

absorption and fits to experimental s- and p-polarized spectra

(see model details and Fig. S7, ESI†) leads to similar observa-

tions, yielding a relation of these changes to the variation in

molecular tilt angle, as shown in Fig. 6.

Fig. 5 shows that the CH3 and CH2 stretches behave rather

differently, both in their position and in terms of full-width at half-

maximum (FWHM). While the CH2 stretch modes show

a roughly monotonic trend with decreasing temperature for both

peak position (red shift) and width (narrowing), the FWHM of

both CH3 stretches and the position of the out-of-plane n(CH3)as
stretch (2955 cm�1) strongly vary from 300 to�220K, and remain

approximately constant at lower temperatures. The ‘‘transition’’

temperature of the IR CH3 stretch frequencies (�220 K, Fig. 5)

correlates with the onset of the strong temperature effect on the

current (�200 K, Fig. 3b), which has previously been associated

with ordering. Indeed, simulations of alkanethiol monolayers

predicted that alkyl chains are orientationally ordered and free of

gauche defects at 200 K,57,61 but for alkyl-Si monolayers no such

clear elimination of gauche defects was predicted.62 The temper-

ature effects on the position of the CH2 stretches and the relative

peak narrowing resemble the temperature-induced variation

within the rotator or hexagonal phase of C21 normal alkane, but
Chem. Sci., 2012, 3, 851–862 | 855
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Fig. 5 FTIR transmission spectra (a) and results of fits (b, c) of the C–H

stretching region for n-Si–C18 as a function of temperature. (a) Unpo-

larized FTIR transmission spectra, at 74� angle of incidence, for highest
(300 K) and lowest (150 K) measured temperatures, with gray areas

showing the results of peak deconvolution; (b) shift in peak positions for

major C–H stretches, relative to the peak position at 300 K; (c) ratio of

the peak width (FWHM, full-width half-maximum) normalized to the

FWHM at 300 K. In (c), the FWHM ratios for n(CH3)asip and

n(CH3)asop fall on the same line and are extracted from deconvolution of

the unpolarized data (due to their better signal/noise than for the

polarized ones). FWHM ratios for n(CH2)as and n(CH2)ss fall on the same

line as well and are extracted from the fits of the polarized data (see

ESI†for fitting details). Abbreviations: as: asymmetric stretching; ss:

symmetric stretching; ip: in-plane; op: out-of-plane.

Fig. 6 Differences between molecular tilt of a C18 monolayer on n-Si at

varying (low) temperature to that at 300K. The tilt angles were calculated

from a fit to the experimental s- and p-polarized FTIR data for the n

(CH2)ss and n(CH2)ss absorption bands obtained in transmission at 45�

angle of incidence. The error bar of the point at 300 K is due to uncer-

tainty in the tilt at RT. Error bars of the other points are based on 70%

confidence interval. Abbreviations: gLT ¼ low-temperature molecular tilt

angle.
for this alkane, this phase exists over a much narrower and higher

temperature range (36–40 �C).63

A change in molecular tilt (g, from the normal to the surface,

see Fig. 7c) can be deduced directly by comparing the s- and
856 | Chem. Sci., 2012, 3, 851–862
p-polarized FTIR spectra. The spectral analysis is based on an

optical model,64 described in detail by Parikh and Allara,65 Rosu

et al.66 and recently extended in our group.67 The details of the

model are summarized in ESI†. The changes in the tilt angle, as

deduced from fitting the intensity and shape of the n(CH2)ss and n

(CH2)as absorption bands, are summarized in Fig. 6. While the

tilt angles extracted from the CH2 modes have fairly large

uncertainties (�1.5–2� within 70% confidence interval), Fig. 6

shows a clear trend of an increasing tilt with decreasing

temperature. Furthermore, the tilt-temperature trend becomes

clearer below 220 K, which corresponds to the temperature of the

observed transition in the current–temperature trend (Fig. 3b).

Assuming that at�300 K the monolayer has a tilt of 25�, which is

consistent with IR (see ESI†) and ellipsometry thickness

measurements, a change in tilt angle of 7� (Fig. 6) yields an

effective decrease of �7% in monolayer thickness (see Table 1).

Separate fits are performed for the in-plane and out-of-plane n

(CH3)as absorption bands (see Fig. S8, ESI†). In this case, the

molecular tilt angle at 150 K is calculated to be 2� lower than at

300 K, with an error bar of roughly 20% from the calculated

value. A comparison between the molecular tilt angles calculated

from the FTIR data based on CH3 and CH2 absorption bands

suggests that the CH3 groups may not tilt as much as the chain

axis does, possibly because of different interactions affecting the

head groups and the chain.

Interestingly, molecular dynamics simulations62 predict

a decrease of only �2.5� in chain tilt upon cooling from room-

temperature to 150 K (note that the calculated room-tempera-

ture tilt is higher than observed here: �39�), corresponding to

�3% decrease in net thickness.62
Discussion

Amajor difference between molecular and inorganic, mesoscopic

electronics is the much stronger nuclear motion in molecules than

in most covalent or ionic inorganic solids, where we can often
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012
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Fig. 7 Schematic illustration of possible temperature-induced changes in monolayer conformation. The partially disordered (liquid-like) structure of

(a) is suggested to dominate at room temperature. Cooling reduces entropy and leads to stretched, ‘all-trans’ chains as in (b). Further cooling will only

increase the tilt angle (g), with respect to the normal, as in (c), to bring the alkyl chains closer (h < h0) and, by that, increase the enthalpy gain by stronger

van der Waals interactions. Such tilting also reduces the monolayer thickness (d), compared to the stretched molecular length (L). Orange arrows

represent the terminal methyl and associated dipole, and thick blue stripes are the alkyl chains. Down pointing arrows in each panel indicate a possible

domain boundary, which opens wider as the chains are more stretched and tilted.
consider the nuclei as frozen to a first approximation. To explain

our results we argue that cooling induces conformational

changes that alter the net molecular electronic transport.
Temperature-induced structural changes

A strong support for tracing the current enhancement upon

cooling with structural changes comes from the finding that the

current increase saturates below�70–80 K. A process that can be

described by Boltzmann statistics, such as hopping, is expected to

show a stronger dependence at lower temperatures (�exp(Ea/

kT), where Ea is the activation energy). In contrast, molecular

vibrations of alkyl thiol monolayers on Au were reported to

freeze out below 100 K.68 Thus, the current saturation below 70–

80 K suggests that at this temperature the Si–C18 monolayer

undergoes a similar change.

Lowering the temperature reduces the motional freedom

(entropy) of the chains and increases tilting of the molecular long

axis. The increase in tilt reduces the chain-to-chain spacing,

which increases the inter-chain attraction (increase in

enthalpy).69,70 However, the difference in trends between CH3

and CH2 stretches (Fig. 5) and the tilt angle that we can deduce

from the polarized IR data (Fig. 6 and Table 1) suggests that the

change in conformation is gradual57,61 and proceeds in two steps,

as schematically suggested in Fig. 7 (cf. next paragraph). At

room temperature, the chain parts directly bound to the Si lattice

are more rigid than far away from the substrate (Fig. 7a), which

is most noticeable in the IR features of the terminal CH3. This

view is similar to the gradual conformational changes reported

for alkyl thiols on Au.57,61 Fig. 5b and c show that the CH3

features get narrower and more distinct as the temperature is
Table 1 Change in effective monolayer thickness (in %), relative to thicknes

From current amplificationa

T/K C12 C14 C16 C18

�150 9 � 2 14 � 2 11 � 2 14 �
�10 10 � 2 16 � 2 12 � 2 18 �
a Reduction in effective thickness was computed using eqn (2) at 0.5 V, with b¼
and Ln ¼ 1.26(n � 1) + 0.9 �A is the nominal alkyl length for n carbons.32 b FT
(CH3) absorption bands. c Molecular dynamics (MD) simulation values were

This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012
lowered from room temperature to �220 K. Therefore, we

deduce that the initial cooling acts to stretch the chains (Fig. 7b)

by removing defects and limiting rotational freedom (similar to

the so-called rotator phase in solid alkanes63). Fig. 6 indicates

that over the high temperature range (300 to 220 K) no clear

change in tilt angle is observed. Further cooling is needed to

induce a noticeable tilt58,65 of the alkyl long-axis relative to the

surface normal (Fig. 7c).

The asymmetric n(CH2)as stretch frequency in the hydro-

carbon region of the IR spectrum provides a qualitative indica-

tion of packing density, which is one measure of the alkyl chain

monolayer quality.24,35,71,72 The denser the films are, the stronger

an interaction is expected between neighboring alkyl chains,

which leads to a lowering of the CH2 stretch frequency. In our

samples, this mode appears at 2919 cm�1 at 300 K, confirming

that these are dense Si–C bound alkyl monolayers of the type

that allow reproducible electrical transport measurements.32 The

cooling-induced red shift of the CH2 peaks (Fig. 5b) implies that

the layers become even denser as the temperature is lowered. The

CH2 stretch frequency varies continuously. In the first stage

(Fig. 7a / b), cooling increases the intra-chain order; in the

second stage (Fig. 7b / c) the inter-chain interaction increases

because tilting brings the chains closer, an effect that also leads to

a red-shift of the CH2 stretches.63 The fairly disordered CH3

orientation at room temperature also explains why the change in

tilt-angle, deduced from the CH3 stretches, is much smaller than

that deduced from the CH2 ones (3% cf. 7%, see Table 1).

While our detailed structural characterization was limited to

the chain length (C18) that gave experimentally the strongest

temperature effect and the best S/N IR ratio, simulations show

that the shorter the alkyl chain, the smaller is the net change in
s at 300 K derived from different sources

From FTIRb

CH2 CH3 From MD simulationc

C18 C18 C18

2 7 � 2 3 � 1 3 � 1
2 4 � 1

0.84�A�1 and d1¼ Lncos(g1) where g1¼ 25� is deduced from IR (see ESI)

IR data are derived from the separate fits of methylene (CH2) and methyl
taken from ref. 62.
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molecular conformation, induced by temperature,62,73 because

such change is driven by van der Waals forces, which are

proportional to the number of carbons in the chain. A chain

length effect is evident in Fig. 3a, featuring an inverse tempera-

ture correlation with increasing chain length. This length effect

might also explain why the inverse temperature effect is so rarely

observed: most transport measurements across alkyl chain

junctions could be done only with rather short chains (up to

C12), because of sensitivity limits,74 and for junctions which such

short chains we observed only a four -fold current amplification.

Thus, the IR absorption measurements point to four basic

structural changes upon cooling:

� the alkyl chains become more stretched (less motional

freedom)

� the outer surface becomes more uniformly oriented

� the tilt angle of the long molecular axis increases

� the chain-to-chain distance decreases

Transport through alkyl chain monolayers is usually described

by direct tunneling or super-exchange5,75 because the barrier for

transport is much larger than kT.27 As tunneling is, to a good first

order approximation, a temperature-independent mechanism,

we argue that temperature-induced changes in either (a)

tunneling distance or (b) electronic coupling can lead to

a substantial change in tunnel current. Although these two

explanations originate in two different conceptual views of

transport, viz., ‘‘through space’’ and ‘‘through bond’’,27 we note

that in the chemical and biological electron transfer literature

there is evidence that these two mechanisms can coexist.76–78
Tilt effect: ‘through space’ view

A fundamental characteristic of transport by direct tunneling is

that the transmission probability through the barrier depends

exponentially on the tunneling distance, d, and on the attenua-

tion factor b:

I ¼ I0exp(�bd) (1)

where I0 is the zero-length current, including physical constants,

electrode–molecule coupling and the contact area, A.

Assuming a ‘through-space’ transport, the critical distance for

transport is not the molecular length (L, as will be the case for

‘through-bond’ transport), but the monolayer thickness (d),

which varies with molecular tilt27 (g, Fig. 7c) according to d ¼
Lcos(g). The driving force to increase the tilt is to reduce the

chain-to-chain distance, h ¼ h0cos(g) where h0 is the distance

between nearest binding sites, to increase the van derWaals inter-

chain interactions.

Assuming direct tunneling with all the current change due to

an effective change in monolayer thickness (i.e., fixed I0 in eqn

(1)), we can use eqn (1) to deduce an effective thickness variation

(d2 � d1) from the measured current amplification (I1/I2):

d2 � d1 ¼ 1

b
ln

�
I1

I2

�
(2)

The assumption that I0 is constant means that the junction

contact area (A) is constant throughout the temperature
858 | Chem. Sci., 2012, 3, 851–862
variation experiment. This assumption is reasonable because

there is not even a discontinuity in charge transport through the

Hg liquid–solid transformation (Mp ¼ 234 K, see Fig. S3, ESI†).

Using b ¼ 0.84 �A�1, as deduced for the same system from

experiments with varying alkyl length,39 Eq. 2 translates the

variations in net current into effective thickness changes. A

change in b from 0.8 to 1.0 �A�1,33,79 leads to a maximal additional

error (rigid shift of right-side y axis in Fig. 3a) in the effective

thickness estimates of �0.7 �A. The room-temperature current

(I1) and thickness (d1¼ Lncos(g1) where g1¼ 25� is deduced from

IR (see ESI†) and Ln ¼ 1.26(n � 1) + 0.9 �A is the nominal alkyl

chain length for n carbons32 are used as reference values.

Table 1 compares the maximal change in this effective

tunneling thickness, relative to the 297 K data, for four molec-

ular lengths. The maximum thickness decrease between �300 to

10 K, is 18% for the C18 monolayer and 10% for the C12 one.

Table 1 also gives the temperature-induced change in thickness

for the longest molecule, C18, deduced from the change in

molecular tilt by polarized IR, and computed from molecular

dynamics simulations.62 Comparing the three different infor-

mation sources (at 150 K, the lowest temperature for IR), it is

clear that the measured current amplification would correspond

to a much larger change in the effective monolayer thickness

(�14%) than what we deduce from the IR measurements (�7%)

or than what was calculated by MD simulation (�3%). There-

fore, variation in net film thickness cannot explain all of the

experimentally observed change in current.80 Nevertheless,

comparing current amplification (Fig. 3b) and tilt variation

(Fig. 6) shows that the strong current enhancement occurs over

the same temperature range where the tilt varies strongly with

temperature, which agrees with tilt playing a major role.81
Electronic coupling: ‘through-bond’ view

As there is almost no change in the length of the C–C bonds upon

cooling,82 that cannot be a cause for variation in tunneling length

(which would be relevant to a ‘through-bond’ tunneling picture).

However, there is increasing awareness of the effect of molecule–

electrode coupling on net molecular transport probability.83 The

effect of binding chemistry on this coupling is obvious.11,79,84,85

Within the ‘through-bond’ picture, we can extend this concept to

coupling within a molecule along the molecular chain. Fig. 5c

shows narrowing of C–H stretching peaks with cooling, consis-

tent with the alkyls being more ordered at lower temperatures.

Conceptually it is clear that a coherent process such as tunneling

will become more efficient as order increases. Indications for

cooling-induced ordering come from the continuous red-shift

and narrowing of the CH2 stretches (Fig. 5).

In addition to the above vibrational disorder, there is evidence

for increased probability for gauche defects at increasing

temperature.62 Gauche defects were suggested to destroy the

electronic band structure of the alkyl chain that is present before

heating the samples.86 Thus, stronger electronic coupling

through the chain is expected in the ‘‘all-trans’’ mode87 than in

that with gauche defects. While we could not get a direct measure

for the amount of gauche defects in alkyl monolayers, directly

bound to Si, the density of gauche defects was reported to be one

of the causes for the red-shift in the antisymmetric n(CH2)as
stretch mode.58,88–90
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012
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The gauche factor (probability for a gauche defect per

torsional angle) was calculated by MD simulation62 to change

from �0.12 at 300 K to �0.06 at 150 K for a C18 monolayer. As

the simulation considered 14 torsional angles in each 18-carbon

chain, this decrease in gauche factor means that at 300 K each

molecule has, on average, at least one gauche defect, while, at

150 K, �16% of the molecules would be all-trans.62 The question

still remains if this can explain the 12-fold difference in current

between 300 and 150 K (or the up to 30-fold increase by cooling

to 80 K).

In addition, the emergence of new UPS peaks, as well as

drastic sharpening of especially the (C 2p + H 1s) derived bands,

upon cooling (Fig. 4) indicates the appearance of the zigzag

periodic structure with less structural defects, such as gauche

ones and reduced electron–phonon coupling, at least along the

alkyl chains, which is consistent with the results given above. The

considerable disorder and motional freedom upon heating are

expected to scatter transmitted charges, and adversely affect the

1D electronic band structure along the alkyl-chain axis,48,91,92

a structure that facilitates transport.
Why is the inverse temperature effect rarely observed?

As previous temperature-dependent charge transport across

alkyl chain monolayers showed positive or no temperature

dependence, the question arises as to what is unique in our Si-

alkyl junctions? First, much of molecular electronics deals with

conjugated molecules, which are generally more rigid and less

likely to show significant temperature-induced conformational

changes. In addition, the narrower gap of conjugated molecules

makes transport by (temperature activated) hopping more

probable than for the alkyl chains.7,17,19,93 In the recent reports of

Si/phenyl derivative monolayer/metal junctions,22,23 the by now

well-known interfacial molecular dipole effect3,94–97was seen, and

in one case there was even indication for some inelastic transport

component through the molecules. However, in these short

p-electron systems, the molecules (or residual defects) were

probably too conductive to dominate the transport characteris-

tics. As a result the temperature dependence of transport was

dictated by the physics of the Si and its interface states, as is

common for metal/semiconductor junctions.41,44–46

The comparison to the commonly studied alkyl thiol mono-

layers is especially intriguing, because cooling was reported to

have a considerable effect on both the IR characteristics57,58 and

NMR spectra61 of alkyl thiol monolayers. These differences were

interpreted in terms of a gradual stretching of the alkyl chain,57,61

similar to that presented in Fig. 7. We note that monolayers of

alkyl thiols can be formed in two different phases of distinctively

different tilt angle (30 or 50� tilt from normal). Low load

conductive probe (CP)-AFM measurements on C12 and C16

alkyl thiols on Au samples, where the bare substrate provided an

in-situ reference, showed a 10� higher conductance for the higher

than for the lower tilt phase.53

What then can be the cause for the difference in I–V–T

behavior between the Si–C alkyl and Au–S–C alkyl systems? The

molecular footprint of the dense hexagonal phase of alkyl thiols

on Au (21.7 �A2)98 is much smaller than that of an alkyl-Si(111)

monolayer (25.5 �A2).99 This is reflected in the CH2 symmetric

stretch that we find (2851.5 cm�1), which is higher than that
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012
reported for alkyl thiols on Au (2850 cm�1).58 Alkyl thiols on Au

are known to form ordered crystalline phases up to room

temperature,100 while no such long-range order was reported for

alkyl-Si systems (all Grazing Angle XRD and LEED measure-

ments that we were involved in gave negative results). Thus, it is

possible that the larger alkyl footprint on Si than on Au enables

larger conformational disorder for monolayers on Si than on Au.

Reven and co-workers noted that positional order does not

necessarily imply orientational or conformational order.61 Thus,

even ordered monolayers such as alkyl thiols on Au show chain

dynamics, when studied by NMR.61 Mukhopadhyay et al.,

inferred from quasi-elastic neutron scattering of alkyl thiol-

protected Au clusters that the alkyl chains not only rotate along

their long-axis, but also have a precession motion, varying their

tilt direction.101 With these results and interpretations in mind,

the extra space for each alkyl chain in directly bonded Si–C

monolayers, compared to alkyl thiols on Au could be critical,

because it presumably would allow stronger molecular motion.

In addition, most reported I–V–T data across molecular

junctions are limited to chain lengths of 10–12 carbons, while we

show here (Fig. 3a) that the temperature effect is more

pronounced the longer is the alkyl chain. The one exception that

we found is the PEDOT-PSS/alkyl thiol/Au system, which was

reported to have no temperature effect for monolayers of alkyl

chains of up to 22 carbons, although no actual data were

shown.102

The liquid nature of the Hg top contact might facilitate

conformational changes of the molecules, compared to solid

contacts, though, we observed the inverse temperature effect also

with Pd and Au top contacts (deposited by indirect evapora-

tion).21 For example, measuring alkyl thiol transport using STM,

showed temperature-activated transport, if the molecules were

not stretched, but no effect for rigid molecules.15 Also the tilt-

amplification of alkyl thiol phases was almost absent if measured

by STM, but clearly expressed in a nanopore configuration98 or

low-load CP-AFM.53 In addition, under common operation

conditions an AFM tip induces disorder at the outer monolayer

surface.103 The only report that gave an inverse temperature

trend, similar to ours, is the work by Haran et al.86 where elec-

trochemistry was used as top contact—a liquid (solution)

contact, which allows the molecules to rearrange. Therefore,

conformational changes are weak in nature and are not expected

to be observed using high tensile contacts such as break-junctions

or high-load AFM tips, unless special measures are taken (e.g.,

refs. 15 and 53). It is worth noting that an anomalous decrease

with heating in the transport probability was also observed for

transport of hot electrons across a 16-nm-thick film of oriented

tetratetracontane [CH3(CH2)42CH3] as the melting temperature

(88 �C) is approached, a result that was related to interactions

with molecular vibrations.51 Temperature-dependent current–

voltage measurements on long alkyls on Au, in ways that are as

close to the set-up used here as possible, are hard because the ease

of amalgamation makes use of Hg as contact impractical. We are

currently exploring other ways to carry out such experiments.

Based on the information available now, we suggest that the

wider-spaced Si–C binding leads to more flexible monolayers,

which tend to reduce their defects and net thickness upon cool-

ing, while denser monolayers cannot further improve their

structure upon cooling. In addition, molecular re-arrangement
Chem. Sci., 2012, 3, 851–862 | 859
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might be restricted as a result of the mechanical pressure of the

top contact.

Conclusions

In conclusion, we have shown that the decrease of electronic

current with increasing temperature through alkyl chain mono-

layers that are directly chemically bound to Si over a wide

temperature range is accompanied by a change in the molecular

orientation that leads to gradual untilting of the adsorbed

molecules and thus a less dense packing of the alkyl chains. The

current decrease is about twice that expected from the change of

the (through-space) tunneling gap, calculated from the change in

tilt angle that we derive from our FTIR analysis. Thus, addi-

tional effect(s) such as changes in transport efficiency along the

molecules must be involved. The increased intramolecular

disorder, inferred from a blue shift, and widening of the IR C–H

stretches and the disappearance of UPS features, specifically the

�11 eV peak upon heating, suggests that intramolecular elec-

tronic coupling, and, thus, transport efficiency, decreases upon

heating. Also molecule–electrode coupling might be reduced

upon heating, because of increased disorder of the terminal CH3

groups. It is likely that all these phenomena are not independent

ones. Our results provide evidence for a unique molecular

signature within what is often assumed to be a rather inert

molecular component. We have shown that even minute defor-

mations in an alkyl chain lead to a drastic effect on the net

transport. The observed temperature dependence confirms that

solid-state electronic transport across organic molecules can be

far richer a phenomenon than merely the organic molecular

analogue of the inorganic case.
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